1. How does the author describe Brian’s mixed feelings about two items from the survival pack?

2. What roles does the lake play in the plot after Brian drops his Hatchet?

3. Contrast Brian’s reaction to the arrival of the rescue pilot with the reaction of the pilot when he sees Brian.
4. How does Brian react to the condition of the dead pilot?
Hatchet Questions 17- Epilogue

Directions: Use RACE to answer the following questions

1. What roles does the lake play in the plot after Brian drops his Hatchet?

2. Brian does a lot of unexciting jobs before he tries to get into the plane. Why is that wise?

3. Contrast Brian’s reaction to the arrival of the rescue pilot with the reaction of the pilot when he sees Brian.
4. What about the plans location makes getting into so difficult?
1. What about the plane’s location makes getting into it so difficult?

2. What has happened to the dead pilot?

3. What jobs keep Brian busy right after the tornado?
4. Contrast Brian’s reaction to the arrival of the rescue pilot with the reaction of the pilot when he sees Brian.